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ABSTRACT- The inadequacies inherent in the existing cryptosystem have driven the development of exploit the benefits of 

cipher key characteristics and associated key generation tasks in cryptosystems for high-performance security systems. In this 

paper, cipher key-related issues that exists in conventional symmetric AES crypto system is considered as predominant issues and 

also discussed other problems such as lack of throughput rate, reliability and unified key management problems are considered 

and solved using appropriate hierarchical transformation measures. The inner stage pipelining is introduced over composite field 

based s-box transformation models to reduce the path delay. In addition to that, this work also includes some bit level masking 

technique for AES. The improved diffusion and confusion metrics of bit masking transformation model mitigates key 

management related issues. An extensive analysis of data rate proved the performance metrics of proposed AES model. And 

finally, FPGA implementation is carried out to validate the performance metrics in real time. 

Keywords: AES, Flip Flop Masking, Cryptosystem, Key Leakages, FPGA.

 

░1. INTRODUCTION 
With the recent advancements in cipher cores, several 

methodologies are introduced to maximize the security metrics 

of the crypto transformation and the level of transformation 

required to secure the information also increased steadily. In 

most cases some combined approaches are used to achieve this 

task and also mitigate the key management’s issues as well. 

To ensure the cryptosystems are economically viable, cipher 

transformation are need to be done with minimal 

computational complexity overhead using most simplified 

arithmetic computation which makes all existing crypto core 

models are out of choice. The inherent statistical 

characteristics and transformation measures of all existing 

pubic key cryptographic algorithms makes them not suitable 

choice for next generation security system. In cryptography, 

the encryption process secures the information by converting 

the input information into some other form which always 

comes with some unreadable characters. The process of data  

 

 

transformation is called encryption and converted irregular 

characters are called ciphers. 
 

Generally, encryption algorithms fall under two categories 

namely asymmetric (public-key) [9] or symmetric [20]. 

Asymmetric cryptosystems offer improved security as 

compared to their counterpart symmetric model with 

limitations in terms of computational complexity and resource 

requirements and thus it is considered as complex algorithms. 

To narrow down the complexity overhead several lightweight 

cipher asymmetric models are proposed which consume fewer 

resources as compared to conventional asymmetric cores. In 

most cases, security compromises are almost matched with 

unified key scheduling and various models of transformation 

functions [21]. 
 

In last few years the influence of these vulnerable security 

systems is emerging steadily with the tremendous growth of 

smart phones and emerging IoT applications [1, 8]. Among 

various crypto core types used wireless and 

telecommunications systems AES has steadily emerged in 

recent years for its advantages such as improved security 

profile and hierarchical key and physical transform 

configuration [10, 12]. Moreover, the AES system exploits 

key localization properties which result in secured data 

transmission. In recent years several works investigates the 

modified AES system which can improve the performance 

rate and area efficiency and also allows to assist high-end 

traffic and throughput rate and to ensure compatibility over 

real-time environment [13, 14, 16]. 

 

░ 2. RELATED WORK 

The performance metric analyses of conventional AES 

cryptosystems and its potential security levels are investigated 

in many existing works. Most of the previous works relies on 
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hardware optimization on AES (Yicheng Chen et al. 2008, 

Mozaffari-Kermani and Arash Reyhani 2011) using various 

optimization methods like S-Box modification and simplified 

arithmetic cipher formulation for low complexity. 

Optimization techniques introduced for complexity reduction 

affects the security levels and cipher conversion rate [15, 17]. 
 

Hamalainen et al. (2006) developed area efficient and energy 

level optimized AES cryptosystem using 8-bit input block size 

using 128-bit cipher key for improved security. Experimental 

results carried out using 130nm CMOS library showed 

improved data rate of 121 Mbps with operating frequency of 

153 MHz. As compared to all other state-of-the-art AES 

counterpart models the proposed 8-bit cryptosystem 

significantly maximize the throughput with least 

computational complexity overhead area [18]. 
 

Wong Ming et al. (2018) developed cost effective AES core 

for lightweight system with some intolerant security 

compromises. In most cases, these multipliers are readily 

available in modern FPGAs. Though conventional cipher 

avoids multiplication operations due to its high computational 

complexity the inclusion of this core in the proposed cipher 

class creates good quality cipher conversion with the least 

complexity overhead. Experimental results show highly 

resilient clone-resistant modules and the security level [7]. 
 

In Sovyn Yaroslay et al. (2019) evaluate the speed and 

memory requirements for various real time applications and 

associated resistance levels to all sorts of cipher attacks. 

Performance validation timing analysis and power analysis are 

used which ensures execution time as well and key 

Galois/counter mode operation is introduced for optimal 

implementation of GF (2128) for hardware architecture[6]. 
 

The optimization framework developed by Shanthi Rekha and 

Saravanan (2019) using folding based hardware sharing over 

AES core for low complexity and modified Substitution box 

for high speed of 1.053GHz operating frequency. To validate 

the performance metrics AES cryptosystem is integrated with 

an UART module and reasonable throughput and resource 

efficiency are noted down [5].  

 

Sharafi Masoumeh et al. (2019) introduced a Modified Block 

Cipher based on a Chaotic (MBCC) algorithm using chaos 

theory to improve the security level against statistical and 

differential attacks with the least computational complexity 

overhead [4]. 
 

In general block cipher hardware architectures are optimized 

in numerous ways to cover a wide range of applications. 

Moreover, the flexibility of the AES always remains safe with 

biclique cryptanalysis irrespective of the optimization model 

incorporated within the core.  
 

DhandaSumit Singh et al. (2020) developed lightweight crypto 

core schemes for IoT applications. And comprehensive 

analyzes were carried out over different types of light weight 

cryptosystem and associated performance tradeoff which is 

related to hash function variants and Elliptic Curve 

Cryptography (ECC) measures. Based on the observations it is 

well proved that AES and ECC are the most adoptive crypto 

core system for lightweight cryptographic primitives [3].  
 

In Sasdrich Pascal et al. (2020) developed optimal AES 

functional masking without causing any significant functional 

violation and latency problems. Here memory enabled masked 

Dual-Rail is introduced for security [2]. The strong non-

interference characteristics of a nonlinear LMDPL gadget 

extends the probing model and evaluate complete cipher 

transformation within 10 cycles for  AES-128 and 14 clock 

cycles for AES-256 operation in. finally for performance 

validation side-channel analysis performed using the Test 

Vector Leakage Assessment (TVLA) and its bivariate t-

statistics are well proved the resistance level. In comparison 

with the conventional method [19-11] the proposed method 

maximize the data rate and overcome key leakage related 

problems using composite field and masking techniques. 

 

░ 3. PROPOSED ADVANCED 

ENCRYPTION STANDARD (AES) 
The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is one of the 

prominent crypto cores that follows a symmetric key approach 

and offers better security. In recent times it is less vulnerable 

to brute force attack. The AES crypto core comprises four 

basic functional blocks namely Sub Bytes, Shift Rows, Mix 

Columns and Add Round Key to transform input plaintext into 

cipher text. As compared to other transformation s box plays 

vital role in both confusion as well as diffusion metrics. The 

dynamic composite field S box is included for the addition of 

inner stage pipelining and bit-level masking to maximize the 

data rate and to overcome key leakages related problems, 

respectively. 
 

3.1 Dynamic Substitution Byte Transformation 

Model 
The In LUT based sub byte transformation and its inverse 

models are formulated using pre-computed values. This is one 

of the most common S-Box for the Sub Byte operation and 

used ROM based lookup table to store the values. In LUT 

based S-Box implementation for, 256 values are pre computed 

and stored in dedicated memory elements and accessed 

directly through address bus. However, this memory element 

based approaches causes notable path delay overhead due to 

access time for read operation. Implementation of S-Box 

through memory elements is expensive in nature and also 

leads power consumption overhead. 
 

To overcome the limitations of LUT based S-Box 

implementation using combinational logic offers significant 

complexity reduction. In addition to this, dynamic composite 

field based [7] approach can be pipelined for maximizing the 

operating frequency. 
 

S-Box: Multiplicative Inverse of GF (28) => Affine 

Transformation (AT). 
 

Inverse S-Box: Inverse Affine Transformation (AT-1) => 

Multiplicative Inverse of GF (28). 

https://forexjournal.co.in/
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The vector A denotes the multiplicative inverse of the each 

input byte from the state array matrix (4x4) formulated for 

given input text. The multiplicative inversion operation is 

common for both types of transformation and resource can be 

shared and MUX based selection line is allows two separate 

operations as shown in figure-1. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: S-Box/Inv S-Box implementation using GF (28) 
 

3.1.1. S-box Hierarchical Model 

The basic construction of the multiplicative inverse block 

comprise of composite field arithmetic units as shown in 

figure-2. For S-Box transformation the multiplicative 

inversion of the input byte is forwarded to affine 

transformation which is following matrix transformation as 

given in Equation (1): 
 

                   (1) 

 

As shown in figure-2 the hardware translation of whole 

inverse block comprise of logic gates which consume lesser 

area as compared to its counterpart LUT based S-Box 

implementation and also shows superior path delay 

optimization as well. 
 

3.1.2. Multiplicative Inversion 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Multiplicative inverse block 
 

3.2. Pipeline Architecture for Hybrid AES 
The critical path delay analysis is carried out over proposed 

hybrid cryptosystems with associated key expansion and key 

stream blocks AES ciphers. The inner stage pipeline technique 

is used to reduce the path delay accumulation during data 

propagation. The key expansion and key stream generation 

blocks are generates two bytes for each clock cycle. The actual 

data processing and double swap operation are begins at Stage 

1 and used pipeline registers to regulate the read-after-write 

operations during the swap operations. The values are read 

from the pipelining registers immediately after the AES S-box 

computation and rotation. And modulo operations are used as 

post computation for key based transformation. Prior to this 

transformation key generation blocks are used to convert the 

input key into cipher using hierarchical nonlinear mapping 

functions which comprise of S-Box followed by successive 

accumulation process. Four hardware units are used to carry 

out for mention transformation model for improved parallel 

computation. 
 

3.3. Bit Level Masking in AES 

During Flip Flop masking, design allows to modify the 

information at every clock cycles during data propagation. To 

maximize the data flow controllability and reduces the 

observability these masking is enabled in s box 

transformation. Since s box is used for both encryption as well 

as key generation phase. The inclusion of masking, it becomes 

more difficult for others to explore the transformation 

involved in AES. As compared to conventional scan Filp Flop, 

masking requires only one extra modulo -2 operation and 

inverter to switching the logic as shown in Table 1. The 

masking is enabled in encryption side and by decryption side 

by knowing how to disable the mask FF externally data can 

decrypted. 
 

░ Table 1. Conventional FF vs. bit level mask FF 

 

Normal Scan D FF Bit level mask enabled D FF 

 

 

 

FF loads data from the logic via DI while SE=0, with D being 

the logic's output. Because the additional inverter and XOR 

gate are added along the scan path, they have no effect on the 

design's time. While SE=1, FF's content is XORed with SI and 

shifted out to the next FF. As a result, hackers will have a 

tough time determining the relationship between the captured 

response and the scan-out. 
 

░ 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

4.1 Simulation Results 
In order to validate the importance of randomized mask bit 

generation process and to validate its influence in crypto 

system during cipher conversion process AES crypto system is 

simulated using exhaustive test bench input stimulus as shown 

in figure-3 which can cover various stages of data 

propagation. 

 

The potential benefits of cipher key generation and its 

performance efficiency in terms of transformation levels are 

proved for both numerical and character input as shown 

below. 
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Figure 3: Encrypted and Decrypted Plain Text 
 

3.1.Hardware Synthesis Results 

In this section, the performance validation is carried based on 

comparison of pipelined composite field sub byte 

transformation over existing benchmark s box LUT-based 

AES core and proved the metrics of parallel sub pipelined 

AES both in terms of high security and path delay 

optimization level. The proposed AES core is designed using 

Verilog hardware description language (HDL) which is 

synthesized and RTL Schematic is shown in figure-4, 

simulated and implemented on Vivado and targeted on Artix-7 

Basys3 board for performance comparison is shown in Table 

2. The primary objective goal of the high-performance crypto 

core is validated and associated computational complexity 

reduction is proved from the synthesis results. The composite 

S-Box model offers some significant energy efficiency due to 

its memory-less multiplicative inverse operations. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Encryption and Decryption RTL Schematic 

 

░ Table 2. Performance comparisons of S-box 

Parameter 

AES 

LUT 

Based 

AES 

Composite 

Based 

AES 

Masking 

AES Inner Stage 

Pipelining 

(Proposed) 

Area (Slice LUTs) 40 83 58 52 

Min Delay (ns) 0.489 1.974 0.534 0.370 

Dynamic Power (W) 7.974 5.597 13.531 9.401 

Throughput (Gbps) 43.6 10.8 39.9 57.65 

 

4.3. Performance Calculation 
The hybrid parallel sub-pipeline architecture is not only offers 

high speed also provides improved lifetime of the cipher key. 

In this cryptosystem 128 bit input text is decomposed into four 

blocks for parallel computation. Throughput rate is evaluated 

based in its operating speed in terms of maximum possible 

operating frequency at which the encrypt/decrypt module can 

operate during path delay measures as follows: 

 

 

Throughput = Number of bits processed / cycle x Fmax. 

= 128/6 x 1/T (delay) 

=128/6 x 1/0.370ns 

= 57.65Gbps 

 

The experimental results presented in Table 2. it is proved that 

though the proposed hybrid AES core achieves maximized 

operating frequency due to the inclusion of parallel-processing 

units and the overall attainable throughput is also maximized 

with pipelined mechanism which is outperformed all other 

competitive optimization models proposed for AES core. 

Result also illustrates the difference in design complexity for 

proposed S-Box optimization and parallel processing model 

over architecture level optimization. The reduced arithmetic 

complexity, the effective implementation of the AES model 

also benefits with improved throughput rate without using any 

parallel array and pipelining mechanism. 
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4.4. FPGA Implementation 
To validate the performance metrics associated with effective 

hardware synthesis the proposed AES core is implemented on 

Basys3 Board for verifying Design. The changes in hardware 

architecture for parallel inner-pipeline processing are not 

affecting the AES core encryption process. 128 bits of input 

text is applied and encrypted cipher text and decrypted plain 

text is shown in figure-5. By using masking flip flop scheme 

the observability and controllability are reduced and each and 

every bit is masked as shown in figure-6. Finally, complete 

hardware setup is shown in figure-7. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: FPGA Implementation of Encrypted and Decrypted Plain Text 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6: FPGA Implementation of masked AES 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Basys3 Hardware connected to PC 

 

░ 5. CONCLUSION 
 

A novel parallel sub pipelined AES based hardware optimized 

crypto system model is proposed. The composite field 

arithmetic are used to explore the potential benefits of inner 

stage pipelined optimal S-Box over conventional LUT S-Box. 

This model has been synthesized using FPGA hardware 

synthesis and the experimental results proved that the 

proposed model outperforms all other AES models. The bit-

level masking in the AES model can able to overcome key 

leakages problems that exist in the conventional AES model 

and its FPGA implementation shows the applicability of the 

proposed high-performance AES cryptosystem in real-time 

applications. 
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